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Etienne Balibar is Professor Emeritus of moral and political philosophy at Université de Paris X, Nanterre and Distinguished Professor of Humanities at the University of California, Irvine. He has published widely in the area of Marxist philosophy and moral and political philosophy in general. His many works include Reading Capital (with Louis Althusser, Pierre Macherey, Jacques Rancière, Roger Establet, and F. Maspero) (1965); Spinoza and Politics (1985); Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous Identities (1991); The Philosophy of Marx (1995); Politics and the Other Scene (2002); and We, People of Europe? Reflections on Transnational Citizenship (2003). He was a visiting professor at Columbia University last fall where he offered a seminar on “Civic Universalism and Anthropological Differences.”
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